El Capitan, Zodiac, warp speed and free variation. After an exploratory ascent in spring 2002
with Valley local Ammon McNeely, I knew that the Zodiac could be climbed free. In spring 2003
my brother Thomas and I started working to free-climb it. We succeeded in doing all the moves
free on a variation, but failed to do a continuous redpoint ascent. We planned to return in the
fall to complete the redpoint, but did not leave before setting the speed record. After ascents in
4h07m and 3h08m, we climbed the Zodiac in 2h31m20s. This time was made possible by rigorous
short fixing-tactics.
The continuous redpoint ascent finally happened at the beginning o f October. In our
quest for cooler conditions, however, we made one serious miscalculation: Zodiac gets no after
noon shade in the fall. We could only climb the friction-intensive crux pitches in early m orning
or late evening, when the sun was below the rim. This resulted in serious ledge time, the con
sumption of several books, and 68 hours needed for the redpoint— though the time spent actually
climbing was no m ore than 18 hours.
Typical of El Cap routes, several sections of the original aid line did not go free. Our free
variation begins 60m right of Zodiac, in the gray rock, and links various corners and ramps to
meet Zodiac after four pitches. A nother variation avoids the long bolt ladder on Zodiac’s fifth
pitch. This variation rejoins the original just before the short bolt ladder of the sixth pitch. The
free crux lies in the heart of the Gray Circle, an El Cap landmark and the route’s most conspicuous
feature. The third Circle pitch involves a holdless 5.13+ stem m ing corner. Next comes the
route’s crux, the 5.13d Nipple pitch, so named for the arching fingertip pin-scar undercling that
runs out the overhanging m ain wall and culminates at a point, the Nipple, where the crack
widens abruptly to four inches, ending the difficulties. After that the doors are open, and the
free line, more or less, follows the original line to the top.
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